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Goal
As part of the academic system, professors are tasked with a lot of preparation for the next academic
year. Professors create and provide purchasing departments lists of books and other learning
material. After reviewing, purchasing departments connect with vendors to define the curriculum
and place an order. If any item is not available, vendors offer something similar or relevant. All
changes then must be approved by a professor so this chain of events is very manual and can be
prone to mistakes.
With Rafter, the goal was to build a tech to optimize these tedious steps and offer automation to
facilitate the purchasing process. At this stage, SoftBistro was brought in to create a new tech
platform that could smoothly connect professors directly to vendors and feature various
functionalities to process orders efficiently.
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Key Implementations
Develop an algorithm to define all actions

Specifically, analyzing all user actions during purchasing to define the logic of an algorithm
for future platform development.

Develop two interfaces: separate UI for professors and vendors.

As platform should has two types of users, two separate UI’s with different features had to be
developed according to the user’s needs.
Import user information
New users needed to be automatically added to the database, as well as updating existing
profiles.

Safely surface large amounts of data

Create the ability to constantly update and add a large amounts of data on universities,
professors and vendors in a way to not strain the system at the risk it becoming unstable.

Develop automated recommendations.

Platform needed to be able to analyze a list of ordered learning materials and suggest similar
products if an item was no longer available.

Create features to recognize changes

Rafter 360 should be able to detect all changes done by professors in existing purchase lists
and automatically notify vendors.
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Solution
After a detailed analysis of everyday routines in purchasing departments and vendor actions, we
were able to define the steps that could be automated. Careful examination uncovered that we can
bypass purchasing departments in many stages of the process allowing professors to make orders
directly in the system.

Rafter 360 needed to be a platform serving two different types of users with different demands. We
created two separate interfaces: Discover and Adoption. The first allowed professors to upload
lists, make changes, accept or decline recommendations, etc. The second was oriented to vendors
and included all features necessary to accept orders, monitor changes and provide order
completion.
To automatically update the user database we created parsers that collected information from
other sources and added it to profiles.
Since Rafter is constantly updating users database, a huge amount of information needed to be
processed in the system. To avoid any overload or instability in the system, we were able to place
this process to properly run in the background.
For automation of recommendations to replace unavailable books, we created a feature that
analyzed missing items to form relevant lists of suggested books.
To allow professors the ability to edit placed orders and vendors to be notified of such changes, we
implemented a tech called Ajax. In turn, that allowed a refresh of an accepted list to show changes
immediately.
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Result
As a result, the SoftBistro team successfully helped Rafter develop a fast, intuitive, easy to use
application. Thousands of universities, colleges and EDU institutions use Rafter 360 to automate
purchasing processes and supply students with new learning material. Rafter has become the go-to
platform connecting EDU and vendors to simplify and accelerate ordering.

Technology
Ruby
Ruby On Rails
HTML5 (haml)

CSS3(sass)
JavaScript (copfescript)
Jquery, Jquery-ui-rails,

Bootstrap
LDAP authentication
MySQL
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